The receiver operating characteristic curve is a popular graphical method often used to study the diagnostic capacity of continuous (bio)markers. When the considered outcome is a time-dependent variable, two main extensions have been proposed: the cumulative/dynamic receiver operating characteristic curve and the incident/dynamic receiver operating characteristic curve. In both cases, the main problem for developing appropriate estimators is the estimation of the joint distribution of the variables time-to-event and marker. As usual, different approximations lead to different estimators. In this article, the authors explore the use of a bivariate kernel density estimator which accounts for censored observations in the sample and produces smooth estimators of the time-dependent receiver operating characteristic curves. The performance of the resulting cumulative/dynamic and incident/dynamic receiver operating characteristic curves is studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations. Additionally, the influence of the choice of the required smoothing parameters is explored. Finally, two real-applications are considered. An R package is also provided as a complement to this article.
Introduction
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve 1 is a graphical tool commonly used to study the capability of a continuous (bio)marker to discriminate between two groups, often defined as negative/positive in terms of absence/presence of a characteristic of interest (for example, control/case for a disease). Given a continuous diagnostic (bio)marker, the ROC curve displays the true-positive rate (i.e. the ability of the marker to detect the characteristic of interest in a positive subject) against the false-positive rate (i.e. the inability of the marker to recognise a negative subject as negative) for all possible thresholds. Additionally, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) is frequently used as a global diagnostic accuracy index. In the last decades, both the ROC curve and the AUC have received great attention in the specialised literature (see, for instance, the monographs by Zhou et al., and the specificity, or true-negative rate, are defined by respectively, where T denotes the time variable. The resulting ROC curve, based on the above cumulative sensitivity (1) and dynamic specificity (2) , is known as cumulative/dynamic (C/D) ROC curve (see Heagerty et al. 5 )
ð pÞ ¼ Se In this approach, all subjects will be used at any fixed time t. As illustrated in Figure 1 , an individual with time-to-event T is considered as positive or case if he/she has already experienced the event of interest at time t, that is, T t; on the other hand, he/she is considered as negative or control if at time t he/she has not experienced the event of interest yet, that is, T > t. The C/D ROC curve is appropriate if the predictive model is built by using markers measured at baseline and the researcher is interested in the prognostic properties for one particular time point or a small number of distinct time points.
Other possible time-dependent generalisations for the sensitivity and the specificity have been proposed in the literature. Particularly, Heagerty and Zheng 6 considered the incident sensitivity defined by Etzioni et al. 7 as In this approach a subject with time T is considered as negative/control if T > t and plays the role of positive/ case when T ¼ t. The I/D ROC curve approach has clear links with risk functions and, therefore, also with survival hazard models. In addition, as explained in Heagerty and Zheng, 6 the incident sensitivity allows a direct generalisation to the case where the considered marker is also a time-dependent variable, say X(t).
In most practical applications, the time variable T might be right censored due to several reasons (end of followup, end of study, voluntary patient withdrawn, etc.). This means that instead of the actual time of interest, we can only observe the minimum between the time and a certain censoring variable. The presence of censored observations is the main difficulty in order the estimate time-dependent ROC curves, as the status of some individuals might be unknown due to the censoring. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1 , in the case of the ' represents a censored time. For a given time t, the subjects with T t (respectively, T > t) are classified as positive (respectively, negative). For t 1 , all individuals can be correctly classified. For t 2 , subject 3 cannot be classified due to the fact that his/her time is censored before t 2 and it is not known whether the actual time will be less than t 2 or greater than t 2 . C/D ROC: cumulative/dynamic receiver operating characteristic.
C/D ROC curve, those subjects with an observed censored time less than t would have unknown status to construct the ROC curve at time t. The same issue applies to the I/D ROC curve.
Several attempts have been made in the literature to obtain estimators of the C/D and I/D ROC curves under the presence of censored data. In the case of the C/D ROC curve, Blanche et al. 8 offer a recent review on the existing methods, including nonparametric and semiparametric approaches and a discussion about the applicability of the methods according to the censoring mechanism. The first approach is due to Heagerty et al., 5 who proposed an estimator based on the Kaplan-Meier survival function. However, this estimator can yield non-valid ROC curves, as the estimated sensitivity and specificity may be non-monotone and also out of the unit interval. In the same paper, the authors proposed an alternative estimator for R C=D t based on the nearest neighbour (NN) estimator for bivariate distributions under random censoring proposed by Akritas 9 and which yields valid ROC curves. Other references dealing with the C/D curve include methodologies based on inverse probability weighting 10, 11 or an estimator based on the Nelson-Aalen cumulative incidence curve. 12 . Martı´nez-Camblor et al. 13 and Li et al. 14 studied estimators where the missing status indicator is replaced by weights obtained from conditional survival functions. The conclusion of the above cited review by Blanche et al. 8 is that the performance of the different proposal depends on the conditions of the particular application.
For the case of the I/D ROC curve, the literature is more scarce. Heagerty and Zheng 6 studied estimators based on parametric or semiparametric models, such as Cox models, local Cox models and Schoenfeld residuals. To the best of our knowledge, no fully nonparametric estimators have been proposed for the I/D ROC curve. Figure 2 illustrates the problem at hand. The considered dataset, freely available within the R package KMsurv has been previously used with the same aim by Wolf et al. 12 It contains time-to-death and age (in years) of 863 kidney transplant patients. The age is used as mortality marker. Interested readers are referred to Klein and Moeschberger 15 for more information about these data. The left panel depicts the estimations of the C/D ROC for t ¼ 5 years based on the Kaplan-Meier survival function and on the NN estimator, as proposed in Heagerty et al. 5 The Kaplan-Meier-based estimate shows a decrease. Observed differences between the NN and the cumulative incidence curve based estimators are negligible when the span parameter related with the NN method is close to zero. The right panel displays estimations of the I/D ROC curve by using the Cox, local Cox and Schoenfeld methods, as proposed in Heagerty and Zheng. 6 The estimates were computed by using the R packages survivalROC and risksetROC.
From the definitions of the C/D and I/D ROC curves, it is clear that the key for estimating both versions of the time-dependent ROC curve relies on the knowledge of the (bivariate) joint distribution of the time-to-event and the marker. The main difference between existing estimators is the way how each of them estimates this joint distribution. The main objective of this piece of research is to give a general methodology to obtain smooth and valid nonparametric estimators of the time-dependent ROC curves. The contribution is threefold: firstly, we present an estimator of the joint density based on kernel smoothing which takes censoring into account; secondly, once the bivariate density function is estimated, nonparametric smooth estimators for both the C/D and the I/D versions of the time-dependent ROC curve are directly derived; and finally, we also provide an R package to compute the proposed estimators.
The paper is organised as follows: section 2 is devoted to study the weighted bivariate kernel density estimator. In sections 3 and 4, estimators for C/D and I/D time-dependent ROC curves are introduced. In both cases, the performance of the estimators is analysed via Monte Carlo simulations. Since smooth estimators depend on the choice of bandwidths, the influence of this parameter is explicitly explored in section 5. In section 6 the proposed methodologies are applied on two real world problems. The first one is the classical Mayo primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) dataset. In the second case, the problem concerns the prediction of mortality due to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Our main conclusions are summarised in section 7. Finally, some technical issues are reported in Appendix 1, including extra simulation results and the description of the R package smooth ROC time to compute and plot the proposed estimators.
Bivariate kernel density estimator under censoring
For complete data, multivariate kernel density estimator has been broadly studied (see, for example, Scott 16 ). Let (T, X) be a bivariate random vector with joint density f(t, x) and marginals f T ðtÞ and f X ðxÞ.
. . , N, be an i.i.d sample of (T, X). Given a sequence of 2 Â 2 non-singular matrices of smoothing parameters or bandwidths, Hð¼ H N Þ, and a bivariate non-negative kernel kðÁ, ÁÞ, the multivariate kernel density estimator is defined byf
where k H ðt, xÞ ¼ jHj Á kðH À1 ðt, xÞÞ. Bivariate density estimation under random censoring has also been considered in the specialised literature (see, for instance, Wells and Yeo 17 and references therein). We are dealing with the particular case where only the first component is subject to random right censoring. More precisely, let (T, X) represent the bivariate random vector ðTime À to À event, MarkerÞ, whose first component is subject to right censoring. This means that there exists a censoring variable, C, such that we can only observe the variable Z ¼ minfT, Cg and the censoring indicator Á ¼ IfZ Cg. We assume that the random variables T and C are independent of each other given each value of X. Let ðz i , i , x i Þ, i ¼ 1, . . . , N, be an i.i.d. random sample of ðZ, Á, XÞ. For each ðt, xÞ 2 R 2 , we define the bivariate weighed kernel density estimator bŷ
where
This estimator has some interesting properties (see Appendix 1 for technical proofs):
(1) It is equal to the multivariate kernel density estimator given in equation (4) when all data are completely observed; i.e. when i ¼ 1 for all i ¼ 1, . . . , N. (2) Its first marginal density function,f T,H ðtÞ, is the univariate kernel density estimator under censoring proposed by Fo¨ldes et al., 18 which is based on the traditional Kaplan-Meier estimator. (3) Its second marginal density,f X,H ðxÞ, is the traditional kernel density estimator (see, for instance, Silverman 19 ).
Moreover, under general regularity assumptions on the real density function, the kernel function and the convergence rate of the selected bandwidth, similar reasonings to those in Theorem 3.2 in Wells and Yeo 17 could be used to prove the consistency for the above estimator within arbitrary compact subsets. In particular, it would be required that ðN Á jHj 2 Þ À1 Á log ðNÞ 3 ! N 0. It is well known that the choice of the kernel function has little impact on the construction of the density estimator. On the other hand, the main disadvantage of smoothing methods is their dependence on the smoothing parameters. Different algorithms have been proposed to obtain optimal values for the bandwidth matrix H (see, for instance, Duong and Hazelton, 20 and references therein). Additionally, it is well-known that kernel methods work better for symmetric underlying density functions (see, for instance, Silverman 19 ), so a logarithmic transformation can be applied to T if convenient. To illustrate the performance of the estimator given in equation (5) , Figure 3 depicts the joint density estimation (left panel) and contour plots (right panel) obtained with equation (5) for ðlogðTimeÞ, AgeÞ for the previously considered data set about kidney transplants data. Here, the chosen kernel is the density of bivariate zero-mean normal distribution with variance-covariance matrix H ¼ diagðh 
C/D ROC curve 3.1 Estimation
The C/D ROC curve is probably the most intuitive ROC curve generalisation for time-dependent events. As explained in the introduction, given a fixed time t, a subject with time-to-event T will participate as negative/control if T > t and as positive/case if T t. When all times are observed, there is no problem to estimate the ROC curve on the basis of empirical proportions. However, under the presence of random censoring, it is not clear what to do with a subject who is censored before time t, that is, when Z < t and Á ¼ 0. In this case, it is not known what is (in fact, is going to be) the actual status of this subject at t.
It is easy to check that the cumulative sensitivity and the dynamic specificity given in equations (1) and (2), respectively, can be expressed as where f ðÁ, ÁÞ stands for the bivariate density function of the random vector (T, X) and f T ðÁÞ stands for its first marginal. Both Se 
Since the construction of the C/D ROC curve is directly based on a density function, the resulting estimator is increasing and continuous. The study of the asymptotic properties of the estimator beyond the objective of this piece of research. However, it is worth remarking that these will depend on the properties of the bivariate density estimator. In particular, this fact must be taken into account for choosing an adequate bandwidth, which should guarantee an adequate asymptotic behaviour off H ðÁ, ÁÞ.
Simulation study
In order to study the practical behaviour of the proposed C/D ROC curve estimator, a Monte Carlo simulation study was carried out. Three scenarios are considered:
. Scenario I: the aim of this scenario is to study the performance of the proposed estimators under normality.
logðTÞ is standard normal and X ¼ ffiffi ffi
where W is a standard normal independent of T. The cases p ¼ 1/4 and p ¼ 1/2 will be considered. The censoring variable C is independently generated from a log-normal distribution with location parameter adapted to yield the required percentage of censoring (cases 20% and 50% are considered, indicated as % C in the tables). . Scenario II: the aim of this scenario is to study the performance of the proposed estimators under heavy-tailed distributions. logðTÞ is t distribution with 2 degrees of freedom and X ¼ ffiffi ffi
where W is also a t distribution with 2 degrees of freedom independent of T. The cases p ¼ 1/4 and p ¼ 1/2 will be considered. The censoring variable C is generated in such a way that logðCÞ À b follows a t distribution with 2 degrees of freedom and the constant b is adapted to yield the required percentage of censoring (cases 20% and 50% are considered). . Scenario III: the aim of this scenario is to study the performance of the proposed estimators under skewed distributions. T follows an Exponential(1) distribution and X ¼ ffiffi ffi
where W is also an Exponential(1) independent of T. The cases p ¼ 1/4 and p ¼ 1/2 will be considered. The censoring variable C is independently generated in such a way that C À b is an Exponential(1) and the constant b is adapted to yield the required percentage of censoring (cases 20% and 50% are considered). C/D ROC curves are considered at times t corresponding to the first quartile (Q 1 ), second quartile (Q 2 ) and third quartile (Q 3 ) of T. Table 1 displays the observed mean and the standard deviation of the integrated absolute error ffiffiffiffi
is the true C/D ROC curve and b R C=D t is its estimator. The proposed method, S h , yields very competitive results. The proposed estimator outperforms the NN-based estimator in all cases in scenario II and in most cases in scenario I. In scenario III, the best results basically depend on the choice of the smoothing parameters. Despite not achieving the best result in some cases, it is worth noting that the variability of the error in terms of the smoothing parameters is much smaller for the smooth estimator than for the NN-based estimator (for example, in the first case, the error of the NN-based estimator ranges from 0.649 to 1.266, whereas in the case of the smooth estimators the range is 0.504 to 0.557). The standard deviation of the error of the proposed estimator is also smaller in most cases. Also note that, due to the fact that the censoring reduces the amount of available information for larger values of the time variable, both estimators have larger errors when estimating the C/D ROC at Q 3 than when estimating at Q 1 , although the corresponding curves in scenarios I and II are almost equal.
In Table 2 we study the estimation of the AUC, as the main summary index associated to the ROC curve. The first general conclusion is that both estimators tend to be biased and produce values lower than the true ones. Nevertheless, the proposed smooth estimator outperforms the NN-based estimator in terms of bias and standard deviation. Also, the range of results in terms of the smoothing parameters is smaller for the proposed smooth estimators.
I/D ROC curve 4.1 Estimation
In the definition of the I/D ROC curve for time-dependent variables, the incident sensitivity (3) measures the proportion of subjects with higher marker values among those who die at a given point of time. As explained in the introduction, for a fixed time point, t, a subject with time T plays the role of control when T > t, and plays the role Table 1 . of case when T ¼ t. This definition is a natural companion of the survival hazard models (see Heagerty and Zheng 6 ). As before, let f ðÁ, ÁÞ be the bivariate density function of the random vector (T, X) and let f Xjt ðÁÞ be the conditional density of X given T ¼ t. Taking into account that f Xjt ðxÞ ¼ f ðt, xÞ=f T ðtÞ, the incident sensitivity can be written as
where f T ðÁÞ is the marginal density of T. A nonparametric estimator for the incident sensitivity can be directly obtained by replacing in the previous expression the unknown density functions by their kernel density estimators derived from equation (5) is obtained by combining equations (8) and (6) 
Again, the study of the asymptotic properties of the I/D ROC estimator is beyond the scope of this manuscript. The above comments for the C/D ROC curve are also valid at this point.
Simulation study
The same simulation scenarios employed in section 3.2 are considered to study the performance of the estimator of the I/D ROC curve. Figure 5 depicts the resulting I/D ROC curves with the considered specifications. In this set of simulations, we compare the proposed estimator (9), labelled as S h in the tables, with the (semi)parametric ones proposed in Heagerty and Zheng, 6 namely, a method based on the proportional hazard Cox model (PH in the tables), a method based on the local Cox assumption (LC in the tables) and a method based on Schoenfeld residuals (SC in the tables). The last three have been computed by using the R package risksetROC. The estimator (9) is computed based on the product Gaussian kernel with a diagonal bandwidth matrix is its estimator. The proposed method, S h , shows worse results than the other three methods in Scenario I, but it achieves the best results in most cases in Scenarios II and III (except for the estimation of the ROC curve in the third quartile with 50% of censoring). Table 4 shows similar results in terms of estimation of the AUC.
Smoothing parameter selection
One of the main challenges of smoothing methods is the need of choosing smoothing parameters or bandwidths. In order to guarantee asymptotic properties, the bandwidth must satisfy some conditions. The search of an optimal convergence rate has been the focus of a number of papers related to nonparametric estimation of curves. This rate depends on the curve which is going to be estimated. It is well known that the kernel estimation of a density function requires a bandwidth of order N À1=5 , whereas the kernel estimation of the cumulative distribution function should be based on bandwidths of order N À1=3 . In the case of the ordinary ROC curve, smooth estimators have been proposed by Zou et al. 21 and Lloyd, 22 among others (see Rufibach 23 for a recent review). These estimators basically consist in the combination of kernel estimators of a cumulative distribution function and a quantile function, and require two smoothing parameters, one for each population. Zhou and Harezlak 24 empirically compared four methods to select one of the required bandwidths and included in their study both the case N À1=3 and the case N À1=5 . Hall and Hyndman 25 proposed an optimality criterion and found that the theoretical optimal rate for the ordinary ROC curve is N À1=3 for both bandwidths.
However, all these approaches are not developed in the time-dependent ROC curve context, but for the standard ROC curve. There also exist a few articles dealing with the time-dependent context; for instance, Cai and Sun 26 computed the theoretical optimal bandwidth when ROC curve estimators are based on the Schoenfeld residuals. This bandwidth depends on the real function to be estimated and its rate is of order N À1=5 . The estimators proposed in the current manuscript for both the C/D ROC curve and the I/D ROC curve rely of a kernel estimator of the bivariate density function. In the spirit of the theory for kernel estimation, we have chosen bandwidths of order N À1=5 in our simulation studies, although we are aware that this might not be theoretically optimal. Note that the estimators involve bivariate density, conditional densities and cumulative distribution functions. Another distinctive feature of the time-dependent framework is that one single sample size is at hand (unlike in the ordinary case, where two sample sizes are involved) and subgroups are constructed depending of the time t where the time-dependent ROC curse is going to be estimated. Thus, the search of the appropriate asymptotic order for the bandwidths is not trivial. This task is beyond the objectives of this piece of research. In this section we will explore the performance of data-driven choices for the required smoothing parameters. In the proposed methodology, the smoothing parameters appear in the bivariate density function estimation. As explained in section 2, to construct a kernel estimator of a bivariate density, it is required to choose a bivariate kernel k and a non-singular matrix of smoothing parameters H. Duong 27 carried out a detailed study about the estimation of multivariate densities and the choice of the smoothing parameters. Essentially, there are two possible choices. The basic choice is a product kernel kðt, xÞ ¼ k 1 ðtÞk 2 ðxÞ, where k 1 and k 2 are univariate kernels (usually taken as k 1 ¼ k 2 ). This leads to a diagonal matrix of smoothing parameters, as taken in the simulations of sections 3.2 and 4.2. On the other hand, the non-product kernel (for example, the density of a bivariate normal with non-zero correlation) with non-diagonal matrices can also be considered. The second case, although more difficult to deal with in practice, might be more efficient when the support of the bivariate density to be estimated is far from the rectangle. The R package ks (see Duong 28 ) gives a vast range of possibilities of automatic data-driven bandwidths. In this section we will briefly investigate the effect of these choices in the proposed estimators of the time-dependent ROC curves. In particular, we have rerun the simulations in sections 3.2 and 4.2 with six bandwidths based on datadriven choices: plug-in (PI), least-squared cross-validation (LSCV) and unbiased cross-validation (UCV), based on diagonal and non-diagonal matrices. These methods are designed to estimate density functions with complete data. Tables 5 and 6 display the results for the C/D ROC curve estimated at the second quartile of the time variable (Q 2 ) and the estimation of the AUC in Scenarios I-III (see section 3.2). When the censoring percentage is 20%, the data-driven bandwidths with diagonal matrices are comparable to the results obtained with fixed bandwidths (compare with Tables 1 and 2 ). On the other hand, the non-diagonal matrices yield better results. The three methods (PI, LSCV and UCV) produce very similar results. When the percentage of censoring is 50%, the results are generally worse than the ones obtained with fixed bandwidths, although still acceptable. The results corresponding to the I/D ROC curve are shown in Tables 7 and 8 and similar comments can be stated here. Nevertheless, the development of specific bandwidth selectors in the current context requires further investigation and is beyond the scope of this piece of research. The considered bandwidths were based on diagonal and nonÀdiagonal versions of the plugÀin (PI), leastÀsquared crossÀvalidation (LSCV) and unbiased crossÀvalidation (UCV). A C=D ðtÞ is The considered bandwidths were based on diagonal and nonÀdiagonal versions of the plugÀin (PI), leastÀsquared crossÀvalidation (LSCV) and unbiased crossÀvalidation (UCV). A C=D ðtÞ is
6 Real data applications 6.1 Mayo PBC data First, we consider the well-known Mayo PBC dataset. This randomised placebo-controlled trial of the drug Dpenicillamine for the treatment of PBC was conducted at the Mayo Clinic between 1974 and 1984 and was already employed to illustrate similar problems by Heagerty and Zheng. 6 The data are available in the R package The considered bandwidths were based on diagonal and nonÀdiagonal versions of the plugÀin (PI), leastÀsquared crossÀvalidation (LSCV) and unbiased crossÀvalidation (UCV). A I=D ðtÞ is The considered bandwidths were based on diagonal and nonÀdiagonal versions of the plugÀin (PI), leastÀsquared crossÀvalidation (LSCV) and unbiased crossÀvalidation (UCV). A I=D ðtÞ is
survival. A total of 125 out 312 subject died along the follow-up. Our objective is to determine which, if any, of some possible biomarkers is the best to predict mortality. We consider four potential markers: bilirubin, prothrombin time, albumin and age (at diagnosis). When the area under the C/D ROC curve is used to measure the prediction capacity and the proposed smooth estimator is constructed with a PI method based bandwidth, the prothrombin time, with AUC oscillating between 0.89 and 0.96, is the best marker for early mortality (two first years of follow-up). After this time, its predictive capacity decreases and the bilirubin, with AUCs ranging between 0.68 and 0.85, is the clear winner for the rest of the follow-up period. Albumin obtains good results with AUCs ranging between 0.61 and 0.82 while age shows poor predictive capacity with AUCs ranging between 0.66 and 0.50. It is also clear that, in the considered problem, the prediction ability decreases with time. Bilirubin yields AUCs of 0.84 and 0.70 at t ¼ 3 and t ¼ 10 years, respectively. The loss of prediction capacity is mainly caused by the loss of specificity for higher sensitivities. Figure 6 depicts the time evolution of the AUC for the four considered markers (left panel), and the C/D ROC curve for the bilirubin at t ¼ 3 and t ¼ 10 years (right panel). The bandwidth is based on the PI method.
The situation does not change much when the area under the I/C ROC curve is considered. Prothrombin time is the best marker for an early prediction goal (AUCs of 0.89 and 0.74 at 200 and 400 days, respectively). During the rest of follow-up, bilirubin is again the best one with AUCs ranging between 0.53 and 0.83. After 6.5 years of follow-up, both bilirubin and albumin work similarly and get poor results with AUCs below 0.55. Age performs clearly worse. Figure 7 depicts the AUC evolution for the four considered markers (left panel), and the I/D ROC curve for the bilirubin at 3 and 10 years (right panel). Prediction of bilirubin at 3 years is uniformly better than prediction at 10 years; in the last moment, with an AUC of 0.53, the marker just gets some gain for the greatest specificities. Notice that, at 10 years, the number of subjects we know still alive, that is, they are uncensored, is small.
The COCOMICS study
In the second application, the proposed methodology is applied to study the capacity of forced ventilatory volume in one second (FEV 1 ) at baseline time to predict mortality in old patients (age ! 70 years) with COPD. With this goal we consider the data of the COllaborative COhorts to assess Multicomponents Indices of COPD in Spain (COCOMICS). This dataset includes 11 Spanish cohorts with a total of 3633 patients and 15,878.17 person-years. The interested reader is referred to Soriano et al. 29 and Marin et al. 30 for complete information about this dataset. Figure 8 (left) depicts the Kaplan-Meier estimation with a 95% confidence interval for the considered COCOMICS data subset (individuals with age greater or equal to 70 years) and the number of patients at risk at 0, 4, 7, 10 and 13 years. (t ¼ 5), 569 out of 1 417 (¼ N) patients have died, 292 were still alive and 556 (39%) were censored. At this point the C/D ROC curve was estimated based on the Kaplan-Meier estimator, on the NN estimator (used tuning parameter of N À1=5 =4) and the proposed smooth estimator. In this case, we explore the behaviour of six procedures for the automatic bandwidth matrix selection proposed in Duong 27 and described in section 5. Particularly, we consider the methods based on PI, least-square cross-validation and UCV procedures in their diagonal and nondiagonal versions. All of them lead to similar results, hence only results based on the PI method are reported. , and the proposed smooth method with smoothing parameters based on the PI procedure. The situation is quite similar to the described above. Although, in this case, the smooth ROC curves is a little more conservative than those based on the existing methods (AUC of 0.610 vs. 0.651 obtained by the method based on Cox model). In this case, the global prediction capacity of the biomarker measured in terms of the AUC is, in general, poor. Observed AUC is 0.725 at six months and decreases to 0.528 at the end of follow-up. The integrated AUC along the follow-up time, T À1 R T 0 A I=D ðtÞdt, is 0.591.
Conclusions
In this article, we have proposed and studied a new global procedure to estimate the C/D ROC curve and the I/D ROC curve in the context of time-dependent classification outcomes. We have seen that both versions of the ROC curve can be written in terms of the joint density of the pair ðTime, MarkerÞ, and thus our procedure is based on the estimation of this bivariate density. An extra difficulty in the construction of this estimator is the presence of censored observations in the data, which means that the actual status of some subjects might be unknown. Our estimator of the bivariate density takes into account this problem and this information is also transferred to the construction of the corresponding time-dependent ROC curves. As discussed along the manuscript, the C/D ROC curve, where at particular time, t, a subject is considered as a case/positive if his/her corresponding time is less than or equal to t and as control/negative otherwise, often produces more interpretable results than the I/D ROC curve, which is based on cases selected by the fact that their times are equal to t. In terms of estimation, the C/D ROC also produces more stable results.
The simulations show a reasonable performance of the proposed smooth estimators in several contexts, such as normality, heavy-tailed distributions and skewed distribution. In the shown scenarios, the smooth estimator of the C/D ROC curve performs better than or similarly to the estimator based on the NN estimator, especially under normality or heavy-tailed distributions. On the other hand, the estimator of the I/D ROC curve behaves better than its competitors under skewed distributions. As any method based on kernel smoothing, the proposed estimators depend on smoothing parameters. In our case, the estimation of the bivariate density requires the selection of a 2 Â 2 matrix of smoothing parameters. The problem of bandwidth selection for the estimation of bivariate densities has been studied in the statistical literature. We have explored the effect of several data-driven selectors proposed in Duong, 27 including diagonal and non-diagonal matrices. In general, non-diagonal selectors provide better results. We recall that the selectors are not specifically designed for censored data. The full adaptation to this context is still an open problem and it constitutes material for future research.
Summary indices related to the ROC curve are also of common use in the present context. In particular, the most used one is the AUC, which measures the global discriminative ability of the marker. Another interesting summary index is the Youden index, which can be used to select optimal cut-off points. The analysis of the Youden index in the time-dependent context is also deferred to future research.
R functions performing the joint density estimation and the time-dependent ROC curves are available as supplementary material in the package smoothROCtime. We plan to upload it to the CRAN in the near future.
Some technical issues which have not been adequately addressed through the paper are detailed in this subsection. In particular, the three properties of the bivariate density estimator under censorship enumerated in section 2 are proved. Property 1 is direct. If k ¼ 1 (1 k N) then w j,i ¼ 0 (1 i, j N) and then,f H ðÁ, ÁÞ ¼f C H ðÁ, ÁÞ, and the proof is concluded.
For the second property it is worth to note that, given a bidimensional kernel k(t, x), then both kðtÞ ¼ R kðt, xÞdx and kðxÞ ¼ R kðt, xÞdt are univariate kernel functions. And then, the marginal density function is as followsf
Ifz j z i g Á ð1 À j Þ Á w j,i Á k H ðz i À t, x j À xÞ
Ifz j z i g Á ð1 À j Þ Á w j,i Á k h 1 ðz i À tÞ ( )
Ifz j z i g Á ð1 À j Þ Á w j,i
( )
With a few more (and tedious) calculations, it is obtained that the quantities f1 þ P N j¼1 Ifz j z i g Á ð1 À j Þ Á w j,i g (1 i, j N) are the weights involved in the kernel-density estimator based on the product-limit estimator. Of course, its properties have been widely studied (see, for instance, Zhang 31 ).
For property 3, it holds that f X,H ðxÞ
Ifz j z i g Á ð1 À j Þ Á w j,i Á k h 2 ðx j À xÞ ( )
Ifz j z i g Á ð1 À j Þ Á w j,i Á k h 2 ðx j À xÞ ( ) Again, after more few and tedious calculations, the equality P N i¼1 i Á Ifz j z i g Á w j,i ¼ 1 is obtained and the proof is concluded. Tables 9 and 10 
Additional tables

smoothROCtime package
The procedures for estimating the C/D and the I/D ROC curves proposed in the main body of this manuscript have been implemented in the R package smoothROCtime, which is provided as online supplementary material. It is mainly based on the package ks developed by Duong 28 and available in the CRAN and requires its previous installation. This subsection briefly illustrates the use of the three functions in smoothROCtime. Full documentation can be accessed through the R help included with the installation of the package.
The function funcen(data,adj,bw,H) computes the bivariate density estimator (5) . The dataset in data is a three-column matrix containing the variables time, event indicator and marker. adj is an adjust parameter similar to adjust in the function density. The bandwidth is indicated either in the argument bw or in the argument H. The argument bw requires a character chain and admits the methods for bandwidth selection implemented in ks; the default choice 'naive.pdf', which corresponds to the bandwidth h 2 Á I 2 with h ¼ N À1=5 . If a positive value is given in adj, whose default value is 1, then the actual bandwidth is rescaled to adj 2 ÁH. Alternatively, a nonsingular 2 Â 2 matrix can be given in the argument H. For example, the code below produces figures similar to those in Figure 3 (further graphical arguments can be used to customize the final plot):
library(smoothROCtime) library(KMsurv) library(lattice) data(kidtran) DT < -cbind(log(kidtran$time), kidtran$delta, kidtran$age) n < -length(log(kidtran$time)) H < -diag((c(sd(kidtran$age),sd(log(kidtran$time)))*n^(-0.2))^2) density < -funcen(data¼DT, H¼H) wireframe(density$estimate, row.values¼density$eval. The functions rocCD(data,t,adj,bw,H) and rocID(data,t,adj,bw,H) compute, respectively, the C/D and the I/D ROC curves at the time values in the vector t using the tuning parameter computed from the method 
